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The 33 author list and the footnote numbers indicating 56 institutional affiliations are included here to show the scope of support for these protocols for the early treatment of COVID-19 that are being denied, rejected, and suppressed by Anthony Fauci, NIH, the FDA, and the CDC, as well as WHO and many countries.
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My first book about psychiatric drugs and industry corruption was a medical book Psychiatric Drugs: Hazards to the Brain (New York: Springer Publishing Company, 1983—38 years ago.
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725 The Heartland Institute, 2020, November 30, John Kerry: ‘Great Reset’ Will Happen, RedState. https://redstate.com/heartlandinstitute/2020/11/30/john-kerry-great-reset-will-happen-n286949 This section is modified from RedState. We have listened to Kerry’s speech and checked the quotes.

726 Gates, Bill, 2020, February 10, Innovating to Zero, TED Talk, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I. The anxious laughter and comments implying we will need a massive reduction in human life occur around 5 minutes into the video.
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The video of the Soros October 2009 interview was found at https://duckduckgo.com/?q=Soros+financial+times+interview&iax=videos&ia=videos&iai=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DYIzY4G05o and at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TOjckWq6b0A. The official transcript can be found at https://www.ft.com/content/6e2d-
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Gates, Bill, 2020, February 10, Innovating to Zero, TED Talk, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaF-fq2Zn7I).
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839 https://www.youtube.com/user/PeterBreggin. Also see https://breggin.com/?s=psychosurgery. My YouTube Channel came under heavy assault by YouTube in May and June 2021 and its future is uncertain at the time of this writing. The items taken down seem almost random covering both psychiatry and COVID-19. We are shifting our videos elsewhere in preparation for a permanent shutdown.
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ECT Shock Treatment Class Action – Case Update April 2018 - Mad In America


ECT Resources Center | Psychiatric Drug Facts (breggin.com). More specifically, see my many scientific articles at the Resource Center, especially


US Grant To Wuhan Lab To Enhance Bat-Based Coronaviruses Was Never Scrutinized By HHS Review Board, NIH Says | The Daily Caller

Informed, heroic physicians have been reporting this kind of success since March, beginning with Vladimir Zelenko. It was then confirmed by later publications. The precise numbers cited are from: Brian C. Procter, Casey Ross, Vanessa Pickard, Erica Smith, Cortney Hanson, and Peter A. McCullough (2021, March). Early Ambulatory Multidrug Therapy Reduces Hospitalization and Death in High-Risk Patients with SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19). International Journal of Innovative Research in Medical Science (IJIRMS). Volume 06, Issue 03, March 2021, https://doi.org/10.23958/ijirms/vol06. View of Early Ambulatory Multidrug Therapy Reduces Hospitalization and Death in High-Risk Patients with SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) (ijirms.in)
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See the constantly revised chart of rates of death in several countries including the US at the top of our Coronavirus Resource Center, Chart from Our World In Data: Daily confirmed COVID-19 deaths, rolling 3-day average. https://breggin.com/coronavirus-resource-center/


Masson sent me this around August 25, 2020.


The following discussion of coercion is modified from Breggin (1992), p. 75 ff.


Snyder, T. (2017()). On Tyranny: Twenty Lessons from the Twentieth Century. New York: Tim Duggan Books. He is the Levin Professor of History at Yale. s
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Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation announces $250 million COVID vaccine commitment - ABC News (go.com). “Gates, who had invested in the vaccine technology in 2015, emphasized the importance of messenger RNA (mRNA) vaccines ending this pandemic and potentially ones to come in the future.”
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1072 https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/safety/adverse-events.html. On the second page. These numbers are both hidden and ignored by the CDC which continues to claim there are no proven cases to report, but the best use of CDC’s VAERS or the FDA’s FAERS is precisely to identify gross patterns like these, whereupon the marketing of the vaccine or drug would, in the past, be stopped, and a massive investigation begun.
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